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Abstract

Transcriptional rates are often estimated by fitting the distribution of mature mRNA numbers
measured using smFISH (single molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization) with the distribution
predicted by the telegraph model of gene expression, which defines two promoter states of ac-
tivity and inactivity. However, fluctuations in mature mRNA numbers are strongly affected by
processes downstream of transcription. In addition, the telegraph model assumes one gene copy,
but in experiments cells may have two gene copies as cells replicate their genome during the cell
cycle. It is thus unclear how accurately the inferred parameters reflect transcription. To address
these issues, here we measure both mature and nascent mRNA distributions of GAL10 in yeast
cells using smFISH and classify each cell according to its cell cycle stage. We infer transcriptional
parameters from mature and nascent mRNA distributions, with and without accounting for cell
cycle stage and compare the results to live-cell transcription measurements of the same gene. We
conclude that: (i) not accounting for cell cycle dynamics in nascent mRNA data overestimates the
magnitude of promoter switching rates and the initiation rate, and underestimates the fraction of
time spent in the active state and the burst size. (ii) use of mature mRNA data, instead of nascent
data, significantly increases the errors in parameter estimation and can mistakenly classify a gene
as non-bursting. Furthermore, we show how to correctly adjust for measurement noise in sm-
FISH at low nascent transcript numbers. Simulations with parameters estimated from nascent
smFISH data corrected for cell cycle phases and measurement noise leads to autocorrelation func-
tions that agree with those obtained from live-cell imaging. Therefore, our novel data curation
method yields a quantitatively accurate picture of gene expression.

1 Introduction

Transcription in single cells occurs in stochastic bursts [1, 2]. Although the first observation of
bursting occurred more than 40 years ago [3], the precise mechanisms behind this phenomenon are
still under active investigation [4, 5]. The direct measurement of the dynamic properties of burst-
ing employs live-cell imaging approaches, which allow visualization of bursts as they occur in liv-
ing cells [6]. However, in practice such live-cell measurements are challenging because they are
low-throughput and require genome-editing [7, 8]. To circumvent this, one can exploit the fact that
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bursting creates heterogeneity in a population. In this case, it is relatively straightforward to obtain
s steady-state distributions of the number of mRNAs per cell from smFISH or single-cell sequenc-
ing experiments. These distributions have been used to infer dynamics by comparison to theoret-
ical models. The simplest mathematical model describing bursting is the telegraph (or two-state)
model [9, 10]. In this model, promoters switch between an active and inactive state, where initiation
occurs during the active promoter state. The model makes the further simplifying assumption that
the gene copy number is one and that all the reactions are effectively first-order. The mRNA in this
model can be interpreted as cellular (mature) mRNA since its removal via various decay pathways
in the cytoplasm is known to follow single-exponential (first-order) decay kinetics for eukaryotic
cells [11,12]. The solution of the telegraph model for the steady-state distribution of mRNA numbers
have been fitted to experimental mature mRNA number distributions to estimate the transcriptional
parameters [1, 2, 10, 13].

However, the reliability of the estimates of transcriptional parameters from mRNA distributions
is questionable because the noise in mature mRNA (and consequently the shape of the mRNA distri-
bution) is affected by a wide variety of factors. Recent extensions of the telegraph model have care-
fully investigated how mRNA fluctuations are influenced by the number of promoter states [14, 15],
polymerase dynamics [16], cell-to-cell variability in the rate parameter values [17,18], replication and
binomial partitioning due to cell division [19], nuclear export [20] and cell cycle duration variabil-
ity [21]. A way to avoid noise from various post-transcriptional sources is to measure distributions
of nascent mRNA rather than mature mRNA, and then fit these to the distributions predicted by an
appropriate mathematical model. Nascent mRNA [22,23] is mRNA that is being actively transcribed,
i.e. it is still tethered to an RNA polymerase II (Pol II) moving along a gene during transcriptional
elongation. Fluctuation in nascent mRNA numbers thus directly reflects the process of transcrip-
tion. Because nascent mRNA removal is not first-order, an extension of the telegraph model has
been developed (the delay telegraph model) [24]. Fitting the distribution predicted by the delay
telegraph model to the experimental distribution is therefore expected to improve the estimates of
transcriptional parameters [25–29].

However, nascent mRNA data still suffers from extrinsic sources of noise due to cell-to-cell vari-
ability. For example in a asynchronous population of dividing cells, cells can have either one or two
gene copies. In the absence of a molecular mechanism that compensates for the increase in gene
copy number upon replication, cells with two gene copies which cannot be spatially resolved will
have a different distribution of nascent mRNA numbers (one with higher mean) than cells with one
gene copy. The importance of the cell cyle is illustrated by the finding [30] that noisy transcription
from the synthetic TetO promoter in S. cerevisiae is dominated by its dependence on the cell cycle.
Although it is possible to simultaneously measure mature and nascent mRNA as a function of the
cell cycle position [26], cell cycle stage is generally not taken into account when fitting smFISH distri-
butions. Since estimation of all transcriptional parameters (switching rates and initiation rate) from
nascent data as a function of the cell cycle phase has not been reported, it is unclear how the cell
cycle affects transcriptional parameter inference. Additionally, there are no studies which compare
transcriptional parameters estimated from nascent mRNA data and those estimated from cellular
(mature) mRNA data, and hence the reliability of the latter (which is the standard and commonest
procedure) remains an open question.

In this paper, we seek to understand the impact of post-transcriptional noise and cell-to-cell vari-
ability on the accuracy of transcriptional parameters inferred from mature mRNA data. The fitting
algorithms (for mature and nascent mRNA data) are first tested on simulated data, where some
limitations of the algorithms are uncovered in accurately estimating a subset of the transcriptional
parameters in certain regions of parameter space. The algorithms are then applied to four indepen-
dent experimental data sets, each measuring GAL10 mature and nascent mRNA data from smFISH in
galactose-induced budding yeast, conditional on the stage of the cell cycle (G1 or G2) for thousands
of cells. Comparison of the transcriptional parameter estimates allows us to separate the influence
of ignoring cell cycle variability from that of post-transcriptional noise (mature vs nascent mRNA
data). We find that only fitting of nascent cell-cycle data, corrected for measurement noise, provides
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good agreement with measurements from live-cell data. Cell-cycle specific analysis also reveals that
upon transition from G1 to G2, yeast cells show dosage compensation by reducing burst frequency,
similar to mammalian cells [31]. Our systematic comparison highlights the challenges of obtain-
ing kinetic information from static data, and provides insight into potential biases when inferring
transcriptional parameters from smFISH distributions.

2 Methods

2.1 Mature mRNA inference

2.1.1 Mathematical model

The steady-state solution of the telegraph model of gene expression [9] gives mature mRNA dis-
tributions. The reaction steps in this model are illustrated in Fig. 1a. Next we describe the generation
of synthetic mature mRNA data and the algorithm used to infer parameters from this data.

2.1.2 Generation of synthetic mature mRNA data

We generate a set of synthetic mature mRNA data by randomly choosing parameters in the space:

(σoff, σon, ρ) ∈ [Uniform(0.1, 150), Uniform(0.1, 50), Uniform(10, 250)] (2.1)

The unit of these parameters is inverse minute. To avoid the possibility that the inference algorithm
does not consider parameter sets that are in the physiological range, we choose the upperbound of
the parameter ratios in (2.1) to be much larger than those ratios estimated for thousands of genes
in eukaryotic cells (see Table I of [19]). Once a set of parameters is chosen, we use the stochastic
simulation algorithm (SSA [32]) to simulate the telegraph model reactions in Fig. 1a and generate
104 samples of synthetic data.

2.1.3 Steps of the algorithm to estimate parameters from mature mRNA data

The procedure consists of the following steps: (i) select a set of random transcriptional parame-
ters; (ii) use the solution of the telegraph model to calculate the probability of observing the measured
number of mature mRNA from each cell; (iii) evaluate the likelihood function for the observed data;
(iv) iterate the procedure until the negative log-likelihood is minimized; (v) the set of parameters
that accomplishes the latter provides the best point-estimate of the parameters of the model used to
generate the synthetic data.

For step (i), we restrict the search for optimal parameters in the following region of parameter
space

(σoff, σon, ρ) ∈ [Uniform(0, 150), Uniform(0, 50), Uniform(0, 300)] (min−1) =: Θ. (2.2)

Step (ii) can be obtained either by computing the distribution from the analytical solution [9] or
by using the finite state projection (FSP) method [33]. Here, for the sake of computational efficiency,
we use the FSP method to compute the probability distribution of mature mRNA numbers.

For step (iii) we calculate the likelihood of observing the data given a chosen parameter set θ

L(θ) =
Ncell

∏
j=1

P(nj; θ), (2.3)

where P(nj; θ) is the probability distribution of mature mRNA numbers obtained from step (ii) given
a parameter set θ, nj is the total number of mature mRNA from cell j and Ncell is the total number of
cells.
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Steps (i) and (iv) involve an optimization problem. Specifically we use a gradient-free optimiza-
tion algorithm, namely adaptive differential evolution optimizer (ADE optimizer) using BlackBoxOptim.jl
within the Julia programming language to find the optimal parameters

θ∗ = arg min
θ∈Θ

(
−

Ncell

∑
j=1

log P(nj; θ)

)
. (2.4)

The minimization of the negative log-likelihood is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood. Note
the optimization algorithm is terminated when the number of iterations is larger than 104; this num-
ber is chosen because we have found that invariably after this number of iterations, the likelihood
has converged to some maximal value. Note that the inference algorithm is particularly low cost
computationally, with the optimal parameter values estimated in at most a few minutes.

Once the best parameter set θ∗ is found, we calculate the mean relative error which is defined as

Mean relative error =
1
M

M

∑
i=1

|θ∗i − θtrue,i|
|θtrue,i|

, (2.5)

where θ∗i and θtrue,i represent the i-th estimated and true parameters respectively, and M denotes
the number of the estimated parameters. Thus, the mean relative error reflects the deviation of the
estimated parameters from the true parameters.

2.2 Nascent mRNA inference

2.2.1 Mathematical model

The steady-state solution of the delay telegraph model [24] gives the distribution of the number
of bound Pol II. In SI Section 1, we present an alternative approach to derive the steady-state solution.
The reaction steps are illustrated in Fig. 2a.

The position of a Pol II molecule on the gene determines the fluorescence intensity of the mRNA
attached to it. In particular for fluorescence data acquired from smFISH PP7-GAL10, the fluorescence
intensity of a single mRNA on the DNA locus looks like a trapezoidal pulse (see Fig. 2b for an
illustration). This presents a problem because using the delay telegraph model, we can predict the
distribution of the number of bound Pol II however we do not have any specific information on their
spatial distribution along the gene. However since the delay telegraph model implicitly assumes
that a Pol II molecule has fixed velocity and that Pol II molecules do not interact with each other (via
volume exclusion), it sounds reasonable to assume that in steady-state the bound Pol II molecules
are uniformly distributed along the gene. This hypothesis is confirmed by stochastic simulations of
the delay telegraph model where the position of a Pol II molecule is calculated as the product of the
constant Pol II velocity and the time since its production.

By the uniform distribution assumption and the measured trapezoidal fluorescence intensity pro-
file, it follows that the signal intensity of each bound Pol II has the density function g defined by

g(s) =
L1

L
1[0,1](s) +

L2

L
δ1(s), s ∈ [0, 1],

where L1 = 862 bp (base pairs), L2 = 2200 bp, L = L1 + L2 as defined in Fig. 2b. The indicator
function 1[0,1](s) = 1 if and only if s ∈ [0, 1] and δ1(s) is the Dirac function at 1. The probability
of the signal s being between 0 and 1 is due to the first part of the trapezoid function and hence is
multiplied by L1/L which is the probability of being in this region if Pol II is uniformly distributed.
Similarly, the probability of s being 1 is due to the L2 part of the trapezoid and hence the probability
is L2/L by the uniform distribution assumption. Note that the signal s from each Pol II is at most
1 because in practice, the signal intensity from the transcription site is normalized by the median
intensity of single cytoplasmic mRNAs [22].
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The total signal is the sum of the signals from each bound Pol II. Hence, the density function of
the sum is given by the convolution of the signal densities from each bound Pol II. Defining p(s|k)
as the density function of the signal given there are k bound Pol II molecules, we have that p(s|k) is
the k–th convolution power of g, i.e.

p(s|k) = (g ∗ g · · · ∗ g)(s) = g∗k(s), g∗0(s) = δ0(s), (2.6)

where δ0(s) is the Dirac function at 0. Finally we can write the total fluorescent signal density func-
tion as

p(s; θ) =
∞

∑
k=0

p(s|k)P(k; θ), (2.7)

where P(k; θ) is the steady-state solution of the delay telegraph model giving the probability of ob-
serving k bound Pol II molecules for the parameter set θ. Hence Eq. (2.7) represents the extension of
the delay telegraph model to predict the smFISH fluorescent signal of the transcription site.

Next we describe the generation of synthetic nascent mRNA data and the algorithm used to infer
parameters from this data.

2.2.2 Generation of synthetic nascent mRNA data

We generate synthetic smFISH signal data by using the SSA modified to include delay to simulate
the delay telegraph model; specifically we use Algorithm 2 described in [34]. One realization of the
algorithm simulates the fluctuating number of bound Pol II molecules in a single cell.

The total fluorescence intensity (mimicking smFISH) is obtained as follows. When a particular
bound Pol II is produced by a firing of the transcription reaction G → G + N, we record this pro-
duction time; since the elongation rate is assumed to be constant, given the production time we can
calculate the position of the Pol II molecule on the gene at any later time and hence using Fig. 2b we
can deduce the fluorescent signal due to this Pol II molecule.

Specifically we normalize each transcribing Pol II’s position to [0, 1] and map the position to its
normalized signal by

q(x) =


x L

L1
x ∈

[
0, L1

L

)
,

1 x ∈
[

L1
L , 1

]
,

where x is the normalized position on the gene. Thus at a given time, the total fluorescent signal
from the n-th cell (the n-th realization of the SSA) equals

qn =
Jn

∑
j=1

q(xj),

where Jn is the number of bound Pol II molecules in the n-th cell, and {xj} with j = 1, . . . , Jn is the
vector of all Pol II positions on the gene. The total signal from each cell is a real number but it is
discretized into an integer.

The kinetic parameters are randomly chosen from the following region of parameter space

(σoff, σon, ρ) ∈ [Uniform(0.1, 4), Uniform(1, 10), Uniform(1, 80)] (min−1)

5 < ρ/σoff < 100, τ = 0.5 (min).
(2.8)

Note that τ is fixed because this parameter is often directly measurable in experiments and hence
there is no need to infer it. Note also that each synthetic signal histogram is computed from 104

samples (each sample represents a single cell measurement).
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2.2.3 Steps of the algorithm to estimate parameters from nascent mRNA data

The inference procedure is essentially the same as steps (i)-(v) described in mature mRNA infer-
ence except for the following points.

In step (ii), the probability of observing a total signal of intensity i from a single cell is obtained
by integrating p(s; θ) in Eq. (2.7) on an interval [i− 1, i] for i ∈ N which, in our numerical scheme,
means

S(i; θ) :=
K

∑
k=0

P(k; θ)
∫ i

i−1
g∗k(x)dx, i = 1, 2, . . . (2.9)

Note that the integration over the interval of length 1 is to match the discretization of the synthetic
data and θ ∈ Θ. Intuitively, one can always choose a positive integer K such that P(k) = 0 for any
k ≥ K. The computation of the solution of the delay telegraph model P(k) can be done either using
the analytical solution (evaluated using high precision) or using the finite state projection algorithm
(FSP) [33]. In SI Fig. 1 and SI Table 1, we show that the two methods yield comparable accuracy and
CPU time.

For step (iii) we calculate the likelihood of observing the data given a chosen parameter set θ

L(θ) =
Ncell

∏
j=1

S(qj; θ), (2.10)

where qj is the discretized total signal intensity from cell j and Ncell is the total number of cells. In
the optimization, we aim to find

θ∗ = arg min
θ∈Θ

(
−

Ncell

∑
j=1

log S(qj; θ)

)
.

The whole procedure is summarized by a flow-chart in Fig. 2c.

2.3 Experimental data acquisition and processing

Yeast cultures were grown to early mid-log, fixed with paraformaldehyde (PFA), permeabilized
with lyticase and hybridized with 7.5pmol each of four PP7 probes labeled with Cy3 (Integrated
DNA Technologies) as described in Trcek et al. [35] and Lenstra et al. [36, 37]. The PP7 probe
sequences are: atatcgtctgctcctttcta, atatgctctgctggtttcta, gcaattaggtaccttaggat, aatgaacccgggaatactgc.
Coverslips were mounted on microscope slides using mounting media with DAPI (ProLong Gold,
Life Technologies).

The coverslips were imaged on a Zeiss AxioObserver (Zeiss, USA) widefield microscope. Light
sources for imaging DAPI, Cy3 were 440/20nm and 550/15nm, respectively from SpectaX Lumencor
light engine (Lumencor, USA). The signal was detected on a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4.0 V3 Digital
CMOS camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). The imaging was performed using MicroManager
(UCSF). Fields of view were selected based on the DAPI channel and stacks of 13 images with a
z-step of 0.5 um were acquired in two colors.

A custom python pipeline was used for analysis (https://github.com/Lenstralab/smFISH). Max-
imum intensity projected images were used for cell and nucleus segmentation, and the diffraction-
limited Cy3 spots were detected per z-slice using band-pass filtering and refined using iterative
Gaussian mask localization procedure (Crocker and Grier [38]; Thompson et al. [39]; Larson et
al. [40, 41] and Coulon et al. [42]).

Spots were classified as nuclear or cytoplasmic and the brightest nuclear spots were classified
as transcription sites. The intensity of the brightest nuclear spot in a cell was normalized with the
median intensity of all the cytoplasmic spots in the same cell. This is due to the fact that most of
cytoplasmic mRNAs are isolated, thus the median of the fluorescence signal of cytoplasmic mRNAs
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can be considered as the normalizing value. The distribution of the normalised intensity of the
brightest nuclear spot, calculated over the cell population, is the experimental equivalent of the total
fluorescent signal density function as given by the solution of the modified delay telegraph model,
Eq. (2.7).

The number of mature mRNA in each cell is given by counting the number of spots in the entire
cell, i.e. nuclear plus cytoplasmic. The transcription site is counted as 1 mRNA, regardless of its
intensity, but this has negligible influence since the mean number of mature mRNA is much greater
than 1. The distribution of the number of spots is the experimental equivalent of the solution of the
telegraph model, i.e. the marginal distribution of mature mRNA numbers in steady-state conditions.

The integrated nuclear intensity of each cell was calculated by summing the DNA content inten-
sity (DAPI) of all the pixels within the nucleus mask. The distribution of the intensities was fit with
a bimodal Gaussian distribution. Those cells whose intensity was within a standard deviation of the
mean of the first (second) Gaussian peak was classified as G1 (G2) (see SI Fig. 2). This gave similar
results to a different cell cycle classification method using the Fried/Baisch model [43] which was
recently employed in [26]. See SI Fig. 3 for a comparison of the two methods.

We did four independent experiments with a total number of cells equal to 2510, 6411, 4592, 3181
respectively. After classification, the numbers of G1 cells are 766, 2111, 1495, 904 and the number of
G2 cells are 683, 1657, 1209, 1143, whereas the rest were classified as undetermined.

3 Results

3.1 Inference from mature mRNA data: testing inference accuracy using synthetic data

Transcriptional bursting can be mathematically described with a two-state model, where we de-
fine the rate of switching from the ON state (active state) to the OFF state (inactive state) as σoff, the
rate of switching from the OFF state to the ON state as σon and the production rate of mRNAs in the
ON state as ρ. The first-order decay rate of mature mRNA in the telegraph model is given by d (Fig.
1a).

To understand the accuracy of the algorithm in various regions of the parameter space, we used
stochastic simulations of the telegraph model to generate synthetic data and then used an infer-
ence algorithm to infer transcriptional parameters by matching the distribution of synthetic mature
mRNA data to the analytical distribution of the conventional telegraph model.

We note that the steady-state solution of the telegraph model is a function of the non-dimensional
parameter ratios ρ/d, σoff/d and σon/d [10]. Hence without a direct experimental measurement of
the degradation rate d, only these three ratios can be inferred [2]. In these simulations, we fix the
degradation rate d = 1 min−1 and aim to estimate ρ, σoff and σon from synthetic data.

The generation of synthetic data is described in Methods Section 2.1.2. The inference algorithm
is described in detail in Methods Section 2.1.3. It is based on a maximization of the likelihood of
observing the single cell mature mRNA numbers measured in a population of cells. The likelihood
of observing a certain number n of mature mRNA numbers from a given cell is given by the tele-
graph model’s steady-state probability distribution of mature mRNA numbers evaluated for n copy
numbers.

To test the accuracy of the inference algorithm, we generated 50 independent sets of synthetic ma-
ture mRNA data (each having 104 cells and a unique set of parameters) and for each, we calculated
the mean relative error in the parameters (for its definition see Methods, Eq. (2.5)). Fig. 1b shows the
mean relative error as a function of the fraction of ON time (this is defined as fON = σon/(σoff + σon)).
We find that the error reaches a minimum when the promoter is ON half of the time which occurs
when σoff is equal to σon. Fig. 1c shows the best fit distributions for 6 different parameter sets. In
Fig. 1d we show the corresponding estimated parameters compared to the true ones. In agreement
with Fig. 1b, we find that only for parameters sets 3 and 4 (where the switching rates are similar and
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the fraction of ON time is not far from 0.5) the estimates of the three transcriptional parameter rates
(σoff, σon, ρ) and the burst size (the ratio ρ/σoff) are accurate. For parameter sets 1 and 2 (where the
promoter spends a large fraction of time in the OFF state), only the burst size and the burst frequency
σon are reliable. This finding agrees with the theoretical proof that with long OFF periods, the dis-
tribution solution of the master equation of the telegraph model is well approximated by a negative
binomial distribution with only two free parameters (the burst size and burst frequency) [19]. For
parameter sets 5 and 6 (where the promoter spends a large fraction of time in the ON state), errors
are large in all parameters; while the error is smallest in the production rate in the ON state, this is
still sizeable. We note that for all data sets, the effective rate of transcription given by ρ̂ = ρ fON is
reliably inferred . This is because the inference algorithm tries to match the mean mature mRNA
number, which equals ρ̂/d and since d is fixed, ρ̂ is generally well inferred.

c
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True Telegraph
Parameter soff son r Burst Size fON r̂ soff son r Burst Size fON r̂

Set 1 120.38 7.70 40.85 0.34 0.06 2.45 73.32 7.13 27.66 0.38 0.09 2.45
Set 2 35.48 17.39 85.05 2.40 0.33 27.98 59.95 20.30 111.05 1.85 0.25 28.09
Set 3 0.52 0.42 46.21 88.36 0.44 20.50 0.57 0.42 46.65 82.43 0.43 19.93
Set 4 0.32 0.47 15.71 48.65 0.59 9.29 0.33 0.47 15.71 47.91 0.59 9.28
Set 5 0.53 5.85 49.95 94.72 0.92 45.82 4.65 16.62 58.86 12.65 0.78 45.99
Set 6 0.16 3.89 26.45 169.81 0.96 25.44 16.26 31.26 38.64 2.38 0.66 25.42

d Table: the inferred parameters using synthetic mature RNA data 

Figure 1: Inference of transcriptional parameters using as input synthetic mature mRNA data generated by SSA simula-
tions. a. A schematic illustration of the telegraph model. b. Plot of the Log mean relative error (RE) against fraction of
ON time ( fON) for 50 numerical experiments, each consisting of 104 SSA samples generated for a unique (random) set of
parameters. Note that the Log(Mean R.E.) is base 10. c. Distributions of mature mRNA from synthetic data (red dots)
fit using the inference algorithm with telegraph model (blue) for six different parameter sets. d. Estimates using the in-
ference algorithm with the telegraph model for the six parameter sets in c. For both the ground truth and the estimated
parameters, we fix the degradation rate d = 1 min−1.
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3.2 Inference from nascent mRNA data: testing inference accuracy using synthetic data

While it is common to infer transcriptional parameters using mature mRNA data, the upstream
process of splicing, export and nuclear mRNA degradation adds additional extrinsic noise and
changes the distributions of transcript copy numbers [44]. One way to avoid this type of noise is
to directly infer the parameters from distributions of nascent mRNA numbers since this is free from
post-transcriptional noise sources.

While the telegraph model could in principle be used to describe nascent mRNA, it is not appro-
priate because nascent mRNA does not follow a first-order decay. Once a Pol II molecule is bound, it
travels along the gene with an approximately constant velocity for a fixed time after which it unbinds
and the nascent mRNA tail dissociates to form a mature mRNA. Hence the time between a nascent
mRNA production event (the binding of a Pol II to the gene) and its removal (the dissociation of
the Pol II molecule from the gene) is not exponentially distributed and cannot be simply modelled
by an effective first-order reaction as for mature mRNA. To model nascent mRNA dynamics, it is
more appropriate to use a delay telegraph model, where the first-order degradation reaction is re-
placed by a reaction that removes a nascent transcript after a fixed elongation time τ (Fig. 2a). This
non-Markovian model was studied by Xu et al. [24] who found an exact steady-state solution for
the distribution of nascent mRNAs; the first two moments for this distribution were also reported
in [45].

The delay telegraph model predicts the distribution of the number of bound Pol II molecules.
However, the latter does not directly translate into the numbers of nascent RNA molecules. In the
case of smFISH [46–48], a method that is commonly used for mRNA detection, a fluorescent signal is
emitted by oligonucleotide probes bound to the nascent mRNA. Since as a bound Pol II travels along
the gene, its nascent mRNA tail grows, we expect the fluorescent signal intensity to increase as well.

Specifically in this manuscript, we use fluorescence data acquired from smFISH of PP7-GAL10
in budding yeast, where probes were hybridized to the PP7 sequences. In this case the fluorescence
intensity of a single mRNA on the DNA locus looks like a trapezoidal pulse (see Fig. 2b for an
illustration). As the Pol II molecule travels through the 14 repeats of the PP7 loops, the intensity
of the mRNA increases as the fluorescent protein binds to the mRNA (this is the linear part of the
trapezoidal pulse). However once all 14 loops on the mRNA are bound by the fluorescent proteins,
the plot starts to plateau because the mRNA is as bright as it can be but still needs to elongate
through the GAL10 gene body before it is released (hence the flat part of the trapezoidal pulse). The
total fluorescent signal density function is hence given by

p(s; θ) =
∞

∑
k=0

p(s|k)P(k; θ), (3.1)

where p(s|k) is the density function of the signal given there are k bound Pol II molecules and P(k; θ)
is the steady-state solution of the delay telegraph model giving the probability of observing k bound
Pol II molecules for the parameter set θ. In Methods Section 2.2.1 we show how p(s|k) can be approx-
imately calculated for the trapezoidal pulse. Hence Eq. (3.1) represents the extension of the delay
telegraph model to predict the smFISH fluorescent signal of the transcription site.
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t

⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="MdUg0Cw4E+Om9bNu7327l3zM+Lk=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXaJduglVwVWaqoMuCG5cV7APaUjJppg3NJEOSEYah/oobF4q49UPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7uDcniDnTxvO+nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+DQPTpua5koQltEcqm6AdaUM0FbhhlOu7GiOAo47QTT29zvPFKlmRQPJo3pIMJjwUJGsLHS0K30FRtPbCw0E6xiKYUuD92qV/PmQKvEL0gVCjSH7ld/JEkSUWEIx1r3fC82gwwrwwins3I/0TTGZIrHtGepwBHVg2x+/AydW2WEQqnsEwbN1d+JDEdap1FgJyNsJnrZy8X/vF5iwptBxkScGCrIYlGYcGQkyptAI6YoMTy1BBPF7K2I2A4wMbavvAR/+curpF2v+Ze1+v1VtXFW1FGCEziFC/DhGhpwB01oAYEUnuEV3pwn58V5dz4Wo2tOkanAHzifPwWalOg=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="JGFz2x1y5Gy62Jtudf2z7HzHP+w=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAiuSlJEXRbduKxgH9CEMJlO2qGTmTBzI62hP+EHuNVPcCdu/QO/wN8wabOwrQcuHM65L04Qc6bBtr+NtfWNza3t0k55d2//4NA8qrS1TBShLSK5VN0Aa8qZoC1gwGk3VhRHAaedYHSb+51HqjST4gEmMfUiPBAsZARDJvlmxdVsEGE/dYGOIZViOvXNql2zZ7BWiVOQKirQ9M0fty9JElEBhGOte44dg5diBYxwOi27iaYxJiM8oL2MChxR7aWz36fWWab0rVCqrARYM/XvRIojrSdRkHVGGIZ62cvF/7xeAuG1lzIRJ0AFmR8KE26BtPIgrD5TlACfZAQTxbJfLTLEChPI4lq4ku+O8ZPMk3GWc1gl7XrNuazV7y+qjZsioxI6QafoHDnoCjXQHWqiFiJojF7QK3ozno1348P4nLeuGcXMMVqA8fULvnOebw==</latexit>

son
<latexit sha1_base64="v62qBIeJJzCO0IzGjwjFASdH49I=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJdugkVwVZIi6rLoxmUF+4AmhMl00g6dZMLMjRhDvsIPcKuf4E7c+gV+gb9h0mZhWw9cOJxzXxwv4kyBaX5rlbX1jc2t6nZtZ3dv/0A/POopEUtCu0RwIQceVpSzkHaBAaeDSFIceJz2velN4fcfqFRMhPeQRNQJ8DhkPiMYcsnV67Zi4wC7qQ30EVLh+1nm6g2zac5grBKrJA1UouPqP/ZIkDigIRCOlRpaZgROiiUwwmlWs2NFI0ymeEyHOQ1xQJWTzp7PjNNcGRm+kHmFYMzUvxMpDpRKAi/vDDBM1LJXiP95wxj8KydlYRQDDcn8kB9zA4RRJGGMmKQEeJITTCTLfzXIBEtMIM9r4UqxO8JPokjGWs5hlfRaTeui2bo7b7Svy4yq6BidoDNkoUvURreog7qIoAS9oFf0pj1r79qH9jlvrWjlTB0tQPv6BYFentc=</latexit>soff

<latexit sha1_base64="reTqMUa5YFB8J++vS3KySTuf8IQ=">AAACAHicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqswUURcuCm5cVrAPaIeSSTNtaCYZkoxQh278ALf6Ce7ErX/iF/gbZtpZ2NYDgcM595UTxJxp47rfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61tEwUoU0iuVSdAGvKmaBNwwynnVhRHAWctoPxbea3H6nSTIoHM4mpH+GhYCEj2GRST41kv1xxq+4MaJV4OalAjka//NMbSJJEVBjCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0WuolmsaYjPGQdi0VOKLaT2e3TtGZVQYolMo+YdBM/duR4kjrSRTYygibkV72MvE/r5uY8NpPmYgTQwWZLwoTjoxE2cfRgClKDJ9Ygoli9lZERlhhYmw8C1uy2TF+klObjLecwypp1areZbV2f1Gp3+QZFeEETuEcPLiCOtxBA5pAYAQv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PSgpP3HMMCnK9fRi2Xlw==</latexit>r
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Compute RNA 
distribution <latexit sha1_base64="RlV9KlAE6SCXlV1o+WzTYtYGPT8=">AAAB7nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6qW13qou3Qy2Qt2URBBdFkRwWcG0hTaUyXTSDplMwsxEKaEP4caFIm59Hnd9C99Ap5eFtv4w8PH/5zDnHD/hTGnbnli5tfWNzXxhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bKo4lYS6JOaxbPtYUc4EdTXTnLYTSXHkc9ryw+tp3nqgUrFY3OtRQr0IDwQLGMHaWK1KoxqeVVCvVLZr9kxoFZwFlOv576+bx4nb6JU+u/2YpBEVmnCsVMexE+1lWGpGOB0Xu6miCSYhHtCOQYEjqrxsNu4YnRqnj4JYmic0mrm/OzIcKTWKfFMZYT1Uy9nU/C/rpDq48jImklRTQeYfBSlHOkbT3VGfSUo0HxnARDIzKyJDLDHR5kJFcwRneeVVaJ7XnIuafeeU61WYqwDHcAJVcOAS6nALDXCBQAhP8AKvVmI9W2/W+7w0Zy16juCPrI8fy0GSOw==</latexit>

P (k)
<latexit sha1_base64="RlV9KlAE6SCXlV1o+WzTYtYGPT8=">AAAB7nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6qW13qou3Qy2Qt2URBBdFkRwWcG0hTaUyXTSDplMwsxEKaEP4caFIm59Hnd9C99Ap5eFtv4w8PH/5zDnHD/hTGnbnli5tfWNzXxhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bKo4lYS6JOaxbPtYUc4EdTXTnLYTSXHkc9ryw+tp3nqgUrFY3OtRQr0IDwQLGMHaWK1KoxqeVVCvVLZr9kxoFZwFlOv576+bx4nb6JU+u/2YpBEVmnCsVMexE+1lWGpGOB0Xu6miCSYhHtCOQYEjqrxsNu4YnRqnj4JYmic0mrm/OzIcKTWKfFMZYT1Uy9nU/C/rpDq48jImklRTQeYfBSlHOkbT3VGfSUo0HxnARDIzKyJDLDHR5kJFcwRneeVVaJ7XnIuafeeU61WYqwDHcAJVcOAS6nALDXCBQAhP8AKvVmI9W2/W+7w0Zy16juCPrI8fy0GSOw==</latexit>

P (k)

Compute the 
signal intensity

Select <latexit sha1_base64="t6KW24K6Yk3w25Ki8n1umYX3/qA=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYCJ4CruC6DHgxWME84BkCbOTTjJk9uFMrxCW/IQXD4p49Xe8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQKGnIdb+dtfWNza3twk5xd2//4LB0dNw0caoFNkSsYt0OuEElI2yQJIXtRCMPA4WtYHw781tPqI2MoweaJOiHfBjJgRScrNSudGmExCu9UtmtunOwVeLlpAw56r3SV7cfizTEiITixnQ8NyE/45qkUDgtdlODCRdjPsSOpREP0fjZ/N4pO7dKnw1ibSsiNld/T2Q8NGYSBrYz5DQyy95M/M/rpDS48TMZJSlhJBaLBqliFLPZ86wvNQpSE0u40NLeysSIay7IRlS0IXjLL6+S5mXVu6q691655uZxFOAUzuACPLiGGtxBHRogQMEzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6J1zclnTuAPnM8fWWqPcw==</latexit>

θ
<latexit sha1_base64="t6KW24K6Yk3w25Ki8n1umYX3/qA=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYCJ4CruC6DHgxWME84BkCbOTTjJk9uFMrxCW/IQXD4p49Xe8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQKGnIdb+dtfWNza3twk5xd2//4LB0dNw0caoFNkSsYt0OuEElI2yQJIXtRCMPA4WtYHw781tPqI2MoweaJOiHfBjJgRScrNSudGmExCu9UtmtunOwVeLlpAw56r3SV7cfizTEiITixnQ8NyE/45qkUDgtdlODCRdjPsSOpREP0fjZ/N4pO7dKnw1ibSsiNld/T2Q8NGYSBrYz5DQyy95M/M/rpDS48TMZJSlhJBaLBqliFLPZ86wvNQpSE0u40NLeysSIay7IRlS0IXjLL6+S5mXVu6q691655uZxFOAUzuACPLiGGtxBHRogQMEzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6J1zclnTuAPnM8fWWqPcw==</latexit>

θ in the 
parameter space

Maximum 
likelihood 
estimate

Generate RNA 
distribution <latexit sha1_base64="RlV9KlAE6SCXlV1o+WzTYtYGPT8=">AAAB7nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6qW13qou3Qy2Qt2URBBdFkRwWcG0hTaUyXTSDplMwsxEKaEP4caFIm59Hnd9C99Ap5eFtv4w8PH/5zDnHD/hTGnbnli5tfWNzXxhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bKo4lYS6JOaxbPtYUc4EdTXTnLYTSXHkc9ryw+tp3nqgUrFY3OtRQr0IDwQLGMHaWK1KoxqeVVCvVLZr9kxoFZwFlOv576+bx4nb6JU+u/2YpBEVmnCsVMexE+1lWGpGOB0Xu6miCSYhHtCOQYEjqrxsNu4YnRqnj4JYmic0mrm/OzIcKTWKfFMZYT1Uy9nU/C/rpDq48jImklRTQeYfBSlHOkbT3VGfSUo0HxnARDIzKyJDLDHR5kJFcwRneeVVaJ7XnIuafeeU61WYqwDHcAJVcOAS6nALDXCBQAhP8AKvVmI9W2/W+7w0Zy16juCPrI8fy0GSOw==</latexit>

P (k)
<latexit sha1_base64="RlV9KlAE6SCXlV1o+WzTYtYGPT8=">AAAB7nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6qW13qou3Qy2Qt2URBBdFkRwWcG0hTaUyXTSDplMwsxEKaEP4caFIm59Hnd9C99Ap5eFtv4w8PH/5zDnHD/hTGnbnli5tfWNzXxhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bKo4lYS6JOaxbPtYUc4EdTXTnLYTSXHkc9ryw+tp3nqgUrFY3OtRQr0IDwQLGMHaWK1KoxqeVVCvVLZr9kxoFZwFlOv576+bx4nb6JU+u/2YpBEVmnCsVMexE+1lWGpGOB0Xu6miCSYhHtCOQYEjqrxsNu4YnRqnj4JYmic0mrm/OzIcKTWKfFMZYT1Uy9nU/C/rpDq48jImklRTQeYfBSlHOkbT3VGfSUo0HxnARDIzKyJDLDHR5kJFcwRneeVVaJ7XnIuafeeU61WYqwDHcAJVcOAS6nALDXCBQAhP8AKvVmI9W2/W+7w0Zy16juCPrI8fy0GSOw==</latexit>

P (k) 

Finite
State

Projection

Integration
over discrete 

intervals

Compute the 
relative error

Generate signal 
filter 

<latexit sha1_base64="QdLBVQGKBVu4US1KOW0nCnLZpjs=">AAAB73icbZA7SwNBFIXvxleMj0QtbQYTITZhNyAKNgEbywjmAckSZiezyZDZ2XVmVghrKnsLGwtFbCz8O3b+EGudPApNPDDwcc69zL3XizhT2rY/rdTS8srqWno9s7G5tZ3N7ezWVRhLQmsk5KFselhRzgStaaY5bUaS4sDjtOENzsd544ZKxUJxpYcRdQPcE8xnBGtjNQtRUd0OjgqdXN4u2ROhRXBmkK9kv7/u3s7uq53cR7sbkjigQhOOlWo5dqTdBEvNCKejTDtWNMJkgHu0ZVDggCo3mcw7QofG6SI/lOYJjSbu744EB0oNA89UBlj31Xw2Nv/LWrH2T92EiSjWVJDpR37MkQ7ReHnUZZISzYcGMJHMzIpIH0tMtDlRxhzBmV95EerlknNcsi+dfMWGqdKwDwdQBAdOoAIXUIUaEODwAE/wbF1bj9aL9TotTVmznj34I+v9B3w3k1A=</latexit>

p(s|k)
<latexit sha1_base64="QdLBVQGKBVu4US1KOW0nCnLZpjs=">AAAB73icbZA7SwNBFIXvxleMj0QtbQYTITZhNyAKNgEbywjmAckSZiezyZDZ2XVmVghrKnsLGwtFbCz8O3b+EGudPApNPDDwcc69zL3XizhT2rY/rdTS8srqWno9s7G5tZ3N7ezWVRhLQmsk5KFselhRzgStaaY5bUaS4sDjtOENzsd544ZKxUJxpYcRdQPcE8xnBGtjNQtRUd0OjgqdXN4u2ROhRXBmkK9kv7/u3s7uq53cR7sbkjigQhOOlWo5dqTdBEvNCKejTDtWNMJkgHu0ZVDggCo3mcw7QofG6SI/lOYJjSbu744EB0oNA89UBlj31Xw2Nv/LWrH2T92EiSjWVJDpR37MkQ7ReHnUZZISzYcGMJHMzIpIH0tMtDlRxhzBmV95EerlknNcsi+dfMWGqdKwDwdQBAdOoAIXUIUaEODwAE/wbF1bj9aL9TotTVmznj34I+v9B3w3k1A=</latexit>

p(s|k)

Minimize 
the cost
function

with
ADE

optimiser

No

Yes

<latexit sha1_base64="FbENkuiPA9OSHIRhbgtCxP8UvNg=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVRJRdOGi4MZVqWAf0IYwmU7aoTOTMDMpltA/ceNCEbf+iTv/xkmbhbYeGDiccy/3zAkTRpV23W+rtLa+sblV3q7s7O7tH9iHR20VpxKTFo5ZLLshUoRRQVqaaka6iSSIh4x0wvFd7ncmRCoai0c9TYjP0VDQiGKkjRTYduO2EfQ50iPJM46eZoFddWvuHM4q8QpShQLNwP7qD2KcciI0Zkipnucm2s+Q1BQzMqv0U0UShMdoSHqGCsSJ8rN58plzZpSBE8XSPKGdufp7I0NcqSkPzWSeUS17ufif10t1dONnVCSpJgIvDkUpc3Ts5DU4AyoJ1mxqCMKSmqwOHiGJsDZlVUwJ3vKXV0n7ouZd1dyHy2rdLeoowwmcwjl4cA11uIcmtADDBJ7hFd6szHqx3q2PxWjJKnaO4Q+szx+a9JOX</latexit>

N < Nmax

Select <latexit sha1_base64="AuK8ChZ/myZ3CRTGv2gXsQeZDcY=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxVYQDyURRI8FLx4r2A9sY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaeJUM95gsYx1O6CGS6F4AwVK3k40p1EgeSsY3Uz91hPXRsTqHscJ9yM6UCIUjKKVHipdHHKkj+eVXqnsVt0ZyDLxclKGHPVe6avbj1kacYVMUmM6npugn1GNgkk+KXZTwxPKRnTAO5YqGnHjZ7OLJ+TUKn0SxtqWQjJTf09kNDJmHAW2M6I4NIveVPzP66QYXvuZUEmKXLH5ojCVBGMyfZ/0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytCEVbQje4svLpHlR9S6r7p1Xrrl5HAU4hhM4Aw+uoAa3UIcGMFDwDK/w5hjnxXl3PuatK04+cwR/4Hz+AHeRkA8=</latexit>

θ∗<latexit sha1_base64="AuK8ChZ/myZ3CRTGv2gXsQeZDcY=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxVYQDyURRI8FLx4r2A9sY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaeJUM95gsYx1O6CGS6F4AwVK3k40p1EgeSsY3Uz91hPXRsTqHscJ9yM6UCIUjKKVHipdHHKkj+eVXqnsVt0ZyDLxclKGHPVe6avbj1kacYVMUmM6npugn1GNgkk+KXZTwxPKRnTAO5YqGnHjZ7OLJ+TUKn0SxtqWQjJTf09kNDJmHAW2M6I4NIveVPzP66QYXvuZUEmKXLH5ojCVBGMyfZ/0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytCEVbQje4svLpHlR9S6r7p1Xrrl5HAU4hhM4Aw+uoAa3UIcGMFDwDK/w5hjnxXl3PuatK04+cwR/4Hz+AHeRkA8=</latexit>

θ∗ as the 
true parameter

Stochastic
Simulation
Algorithm

Generate synthetic 
signal intensity

c

<latexit sha1_base64="qm+OTBcSS9ON29YjpJITMp4dHZM=">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</latexit>

True Delay
Parameter soff son r Burst size fON r̂ soff son r Burst size fON r̂

Set 1 2.26 2.14 18.64 8.26 0.49 9.08 1.77 1.76 18.28 10.36 0.50 9.13
Set 2 1.27 3.14 58.17 45.69 0.71 41.38 1.13 2.91 58.01 51.16 0.72 41.73
Set 3 2.27 5.80 12.55 5.53 0.72 9.02 1.60 4.48 12.21 7.63 0.74 9.00
Set 4 1.38 4.77 21.74 15.79 0.78 16.87 1.08 4.00 21.50 19.94 0.79 16.94
Set 5 1.05 8.20 57.99 55.09 0.89 51.39 0.94 7.19 57.92 61.87 0.88 51.25
Set 6 1.18 9.94 24.92 21.15 0.89 22.28 0.94 8.74 24.74 26.37 0.90 22.34

e
Table: the inferred parameters using synthetic nascent RNA data 

Figure 2: Inference of transcriptional parameters using as input synthetic fluorescent signal data generated by SSA sim-
ulations of transcription and fluorescent tagging for 104 cells. a. Illustration of the delay telegraph model. The double
horizontal line for nascent mRNA removal indicates this is a delayed reaction. b. Illustration showing promoter switching
between two states, Pol II binding to the promoter in the ON state and subsequently undergoing productive elongation.
Note that the nascent mRNA tail increases as Pol II approaches a stop (termination) sequence in the gene. As Pol II travels
through the 14 repeats of the PP7 loops, the intensity of the mRNA increases due to fluorescent protein binding to the
mRNA; intensity saturates as Pol II enters the GAL10 region. c. Illustration of the inference algorithm from mature and
nascent mRNA data. The orange boxes are only applicable for the inference of the fluorescence signal intensity of nascent
mRNAs. A large iteration step Nmax (≥ 104) is chosen as the termination condition for the optimizer. d. Distributions of
total fluorescence intensity from synthetic data (red dots) fit using the inference algorithm with the delay telegraph model
(blue) for 6 different parameter sets. e. Estimates using the inference algorithm with delay telegraph model for the six
parameter sets in d. The unit of σoff, σon and ρ is min−1. Here the effective transcription rate ρ̂ is defined by ρ fON and the
delay τ = 0.5 min.
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We use this extension to generate synthetic data that mimicks the smFISH signal (Methods Sec-
tion 2.2.2). Specifically we use the SSA to generate histograms of the total fluorescence intensity
for kinetic parameters that are randomly selected. An inference algorithm is constructed to infer the
parameters, which is based on a maximization of the likelihood of observing the single cell total fluo-
rescence intensity measured in a population of cells (Methods Section 2.2.3). Note that the likelihood
of observing a certain fluorescence signal intensity from a cell is given by Eq. (3.1). This algorithm
is used to infer the promoter switching and initiation rate parameters. The elongation time is not
estimated but assumed to be known since this can often be measured experimentally.

The mean relative errors (see Eq. (2.5) for definition) obtained from 20 independent numerical
experiments (averaged over all parameter sets) is about 0.1, which indicates that the inference is
accurate. The algorithm fits the distributions of signal intensity very accurately, as shown in Fig. 2d
for 6 parameter sets. A direct comparison of the estimated and true parameters for these parameter
sets is shown in Fig. 2e. Note that these cases describe moderate to highly frequent gene expression,
i.e. fON ' 0.5.

A more extensive analysis using sets drawn over a wider range of parameter space and for which
fON spans the whole range from 0 to 1 is reported in SI Section 3, SI Fig. 4, and SI Tables 2 and 3.
Therein we show that the mean relative error versus the fraction of ON time displays the same trend
as Fig. 1b with the errors being largest when the fraction of ON time is close to 0 or 1.

Additionally, if one utilizes the conventional telegraph model to fit the nascent data generated
by delay SSA, it is possible to obtain a distribution fitting as good as the delay telegraph model
but with low-fidelity parameter estimation (SI Section 4, SI Fig. 5 and SI Table 4). Analytically,
the telegraph model is only an accurate approximation of the delay telegraph model when: (i) the
promoter switching timescales are much longer than the time spent by Pol II on a gene or (ii) the off
switching rates are very small such that gene expression is practically constitutive.

Overall, from these synthetic data, we learn that parameter interference is more accurate from
nascent than from mature mRNA distributions, and the reliability is highest when the fraction of
ON time is roughly 0.5.

3.3 Applications to experimental yeast mRNA data

Now that we have introduced the inference algorithms and tested them thoroughly using syn-
thetic data, we applied the algorithms to experimental data (see Method Section 2.3 for details of
data acquisition).

3.3.1 Inference from mature mRNA data: merged versus cell-cycle specific

We perform the inference in two different ways: (i) using the merged data from all cells, irrespec-
tive of their position in the cell cycle. (ii) using cell-cycle specific data.

The inference of transcriptional parameters using the merged data is done using the algorithm
described in Methods Section 2.1.3 but with the experimental mature mRNA data replacing the syn-
thetic data. For the cell-cycle specific data, for mature mRNA data of cells in G1, the inference
protocol remains the same. However for cells in the G2 stage, this protocol needs change because
now there are two gene copies whereas the solution of the telegraph model assumes one gene copy.
Assuming the transcriptional activities of the two gene copies are independent, the distribution of
the total molecule number is the convolution of the molecule number (obtained from the telegraph
model) with itself for mature mRNA data. This convolved distribution is then used in steps (ii) and
(iii) of the inference algorithm.

Note that the independence of gene copy transcription has been verified for genes in some eu-
karyotic cells [26] where the two copies can be easily resolved. For yeast data, as we are analyzing in
this paper, it is not generally possible to distinguish the two copies of the allele in G2 because they
are within the diffraction limit. This is because the yeast nucleus is a lot smaller than the mammalian
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nucleus and the two GAL10 genes tend to be close together, so many cells do not have two clearly
separate nuclear spots in fluorescence intensity. Hence in the absence of this data, the independence
assumption is the simplest reasonable assumption that we can make.

We start by the inference of the merged mature mRNA data where we have four independent
data sets. In the absence of an experimental measurement of the degradation rate, we can only
estimate the 3 transcriptional parameters normalised by d. The best distribution fits and the inferred
transcriptional parameters for the 4 experimental data sets are shown in Fig. 3a (top) and Fig. 3b,
respectively. Since σoff is much larger than σon, only the normalised burst frequency σon/d and the
burst size are reliable, as shown for synthetic data. The small estimated values of burst size and
fraction of ON time suggests small but infrequent bursty expression.
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Merged �off �on ⇢ Burst Size fON Fano factor
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Set 3 16.53 4.77 39.48 2.39 0.22 2.39
Set 4 28.72 5.16 50.00 1.74 0.15 2.29
Mean 21.49 5.02 44.19 2.10 0.19 2.34
Std 5.19 0.34 5.21 0.28 0.06 0.11
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G1 r̂/d Fano factor G2 r̂/d Fano factor
Set 1 6.35 1.46 Set 1 5.55 1.77
Set 2 6.35 1.09 Set 2 5.81 1.16
Set 3 6.17 1.33 Set 3 5.68 1.39
Set 4 4.86 1.20 Set 4 4.94 1.41
Mean 5.93 1.27 Mean 5.49 1.43
Std 0.72 0.16 Std 0.38 0.25

c Table: the inferred parameters using G1 and G2 mature RNA data 

Figure 3: Inference results using four mature mRNA data sets with sample sizes as 2333, 6366, 4550 and 3163 cells, re-
spectively. a. Best fit distributions of mature mRNA data. b. The inferred transcriptional parameters (merged mature
RNA data) and the burst size is computed as ρ/σoff. Note that the transcriptional parameters in the first 3 columns are
normalised by the degradation rate. c. Inferred effective (normalised) production rate per gene copy ρ̂ and Fano factors
(variance of molecule numbers divided by the mean of molecule numbers) for the G1 and G2 cell cycle phases.

Next, we performed inference for cell-cycle specific mature mRNA data, the results of which are
shown in Fig. 3a (bottom) and Fig. 3c. As expected, the mean number of mRNAs in G2 cells is larger
than that in G1 cells. However, inference of the transcriptional parameters for these cell cycle stages
was found to be very unreliable, where very different sets of parameters lead to excellent fits of the
data.

Note that the problem of estimating any of the parameters reliably is in line with the findings
using synthetic data when the promoter spends most of its time in the ON state (see Section 3.1 and
Fig. 1b). A measure that is frequently used for the burstiness of a gene is the Fano factor, which is
defined as the variance of molecule numbers divided by the mean of molecule numbers. If the Fano
factor is around 1 the gene follows non-bursting constitutive initiation, whereas larger Fano factors
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indicate larger burst sizes. For mature cell-cycle specific data, the Fano factor is close to 1 (Fig. 3c),
which implies expression that is almost constitutive. As we showed using synthetic data, the only
effective parameter that can be reliably estimated is the normalised effective rate of transcription
ρ̂/d.

Since for 3 out of 4 data sets, the effective normalised production rate per gene copy is less in
G2 compared to G1, there is likely a mild form of gene dosage compensation at play, namely the
transcriptional parameters are altered upon replication such that each copy of the gene has a reduced
expression [26].

Hence, using cell-cycle fits suggests that expression in G1 and G2 is not bursty. This apparent lack
of bursting does not agree with live-cell transcription measurements that clearly show transcriptional
bursts of transcription for GAL10 [6, 36].

What is particularly surprising in our analysis is the differences in the inference results using
merged and cell-cycle specific data: the former suggests a higher degree of bursty expression than the
latter (compare the Fano factors in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c) [49]. Heterogeneity in the merged data, due to
cells with one or two gene copies, could thus lead to fluctuations in mature mRNA abundance that
can be mistakenly interpreted as arising from bursty expression. Conversely, a gene that displays
bursting in other measurements, can mistakenly be classified as non-bursting, as in the case for
GAL10 [6, 36]. This analysis exemplifies that estimates of transcriptional parameters from mature
mRNA distributions should be interpreted with caution.

3.4 Inference from nascent mRNA data: cell cycle effects, experimental artifacts and
comparison with mature mRNA inference

3.4.1 cell-cycle specific versus merged data

The inference of transcriptional parameters using the merged data is done using the algorithm
described in Methods Section 2.2.3 but with the experimental nascent mRNA data replacing the
synthetic data.

Similar to above, to account for two gene copies in G2 cells, we assume that the transcriptional
activities of the two gene copies are independent. The distribution of the total fluorescent signal
from both gene copies is the convolution of the signal distribution (obtained from the extended
delay telegraph model, i.e. Eq. (3.1)) with itself (for an illustration see SI Fig. 2). This convolved
distribution is then used in steps (ii) and (iii) of the inference algorithm.

The inference of transcriptional parameters from nascent RNA data was done using a fixed
elongation time, which was measured previously at a related galactose-responsive gene (GAL3) at
65 bp/s [6]. Since the total transcript length is 3062 bp (see Fig 2b), the elongation time (τ in our
model) is ≈ 47.11 s ≈ 0.785 min. The fixed elongation rate enables us to infer the absolute values of
the three transcriptional parameters σoff, σon and ρ.

In Fig. 4a and Table 1, we show the estimates of the transcriptional parameters using both merged
and cell-cycle specific data. In contrast to the mature estimates, for the nascent estimates the switch-
ing rates σoff and σon are comparable, and we are in a parameter regime where the absolute values
of all three transcriptional parameters can be reliably estimated and distributions are reasonable fit
(Fig. 4b). However, merged and cell-cycle specific data produce different parameter estimates. To
understand which of these estimates is correct, we compare these estimates to previous live-cell tran-
scription measurements of the same gene [6]. Because live-cell traces and simulated traces with the
estimated transcriptional parameters are difficult to compare directly, we instead compare their nor-
malized autocorrelation functions (ACFs). Specifically we feed the parameter estimates to the SSA
to generate synthetic live-cell data and then calculate the corresponding ACF (SI Section 6). We find
that the estimates from cell-cycle specific data produce ACFs that match the live-cell data closer than
that from the merged data – see Fig. 4c (left and middle). This is also clear from the sum of squared
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residuals which for each dataset is smaller for the ACF computed using the cell-cycle specific esti-
mates rather than those from merged data – see Fig. 4c right.

By not taking into account the cell cycle, heterogeneity is increased, which artificially amplifies
the Fano factor and burstiness of gene expression. In addition, it results in underestimation of the
fraction of time spent in the ON state ( fON) and the burst size. This comparison indicates that infer-
ence using merged data will lead to parameter estimates that are incorrect.

Comparing the results of inference from cell-cycle specific mature mRNA data (Fig. 3c) vs. cell-
cycle specific nascent mRNA data (Table 1), we find that mature data does not allow the estimation of
any of the transcriptional parameters (or their normalised values). However using cell-cycle specific
nascent data we could estimate all parameters reliably. Interestingly, use of mature mRNA data
drastically underestimates the burstiness of gene expression: the Fano factors are 1.27 in G1 and 1.43
in G2 from mature mRNA inference vs 4.12 in G1 and 4.61 in G2 from nascent mRNA inference.

The transcriptional estimates of the G1 and G2 populations show that the burst frequency (σon)
is considerably less in G2 compared to G1 (a 41% reduction on average)(Table 1); the other two
parameters σoff and ρ show smaller differences between the two cell cycle phases (reductions of 27%
and 8% on average, respectively). This decrease of the burst frequency σon after replication has also
been reported for some genes in mammalian cells [26, 31], indicating that this could be a general
mechanism for gene dosage compensation. Our results are consistent with a ChIP-Seq study [50]
which showed that an increase in DNA dosage after replication does not increase gene expression in
budding yeast.
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Figure 4: Inference from the distribution of the normalised intensity of the brightest nuclear spot (nascent mRNA data)
constructed by merging all data or else specific to the cell cycle phases G1 and G2. a. Comparison of the three inferred
parameter values using merged and cell-cycle specific data. The bar graph shows the mean and the standard deviation
of the estimates calculated over the four data sets. b. Best fit distributions for G1 and G2 (top row and middle row
respectively) and merged data (bottom row) for data sets 1-4 (from left to right). c. Normalised ACF plots of merged and
cell-cycle specific data (middle and left) and their residuals (right). The ACF plots are generated by stochastic simulations
using estimated parameters from merged and cell-cycle specific nascent mRNA data for each of the four data sets; these
are compared with the ACF measured directly using live-cell data in [6] (green line). We also compare the sum of squared
ACF residuals of merged and cell-cycle specific data from each dataset (this is the sum of squared deviations between the
measured and estimated normalised ACF where the sum is calculated over all time points).
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Nascent σoff σon ρ Burst size fON Fano Factor

G1

Set 1 1.11 3.76 37.83 34.10 0.77 4.15
Set 2 1.53 3.94 41.33 27.06 0.72 4.50
Set 3 0.95 3.23 36.79 38.56 0.77 3.94
Set 4 1.28 3.76 36.04 28.09 0.75 3.88
Mean 1.22 3.67 38.00 31.95 0.75 4.12
Std 0.25 0.31 2.34 5.39 0.02 0.28

G1

Set 1 0.74 1.69 35.00 47.30 0.70 5.32
Set 2 0.82 2.18 36.30 44.37 0.73 4.51
Set 3 0.91 2.19 34.54 37.90 0.71 4.57
Set 4 1.08 2.61 33.27 30.76 0.71 4.04
Mean 0.89 2.17 34.78 40.08 0.71 4.61
Std 0.15 0.38 1.25 7.35 0.01 0.53

Merged

Set 1 5.23 5.07 77.38 14.81 0.49 6.72
Set 2 5.71 5.17 82.86 14.51 0.47 6.95
Set 3 5.12 5.18 76.15 14.87 0.50 6.45
Set 4 5.87 6.10 72.83 12.41 0.51 5.54
Mean 5.48 5.38 77.30 14.15 0.49 6.41
Std 0.36 0.49 4.17 1.17 0.02 0.62

Table 1: Estimated parameters from the distribution of the normalised intensity of the brightest nuclear spot (nascent
mRNA data) constructed by merging all data or else specific to the cell cycle phases G1 and G2. The elongation time τ is
estimated to be 0.785 mins, based on measurements of the elongation speed.

3.4.2 Correcting for experimental artefacts

Although inference on cell cycle seperated data outperformed inference on merged data, we
noticed that the corresponding best fit distributions did not match well to the experimental signal
distributions in the lower bins (Fig. 4b). In all cases, the experimental distributions show high
intensities in bins 1, 2, and 3, which is likely an artifact of the experimental data acquisition system.
Since we define the transcription site as the brightest spot, that means that if in reality there is no
transcription site, we confuse a mature transcript with a nascent transcript. We therefore investigated
two methods to correct for this, the “fusion” method and the “rejection” method.

The rejection method removes all data associated with the first k bins of the experimentally ob-
tained histogram of fluorescent intensities (and renormalises afterwards). We find that the parameter
estimates vary strongly when the number of bins from which data is rejected (k) is changed (Fig. 5a).
Although the distributions fit well to the experimental histograms (Fig. 5b), comparison with the
live-cell normalized ACF indicates that the estimates actually become worse than non-curated esti-
mates, with a higher sum of squared residuals (Fig. 5c). The rejection method therefore does not
produce reliable estimates.
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Figure 5: Inference results using rejection method. a. Estimated parameters (mean values and standard deviation error
bars) by rejecting the first k bins with k = 1, 2, 3, 4 where the fraction of ON time fON = σon/(σoff + σon). b. Corresponding
distributions for G1 (top row) and G2 (bottom row) with the rejection method (only the distributions for k = 4 are shown).
The estimated parameters are listed in in SI Table 5. c. Normalised autocorrelation function (ACF) predicted by stochastic
simulations using the estimated parameters (for k = 4) for each of the four data sets versus that measured directly using
live-cell data (green line). Inset shows the sum of squared residuals of the ACF plots.

Next we considered another data curation method which we call the fusion method. This works
by setting to zero all fluorescent intensities in a cell population which are below a certain threshold.
In other words, we fuse or combine the first k bins of the experimentally obtained histogram of fluo-
rescent intensities, thereby taking into account that the true intensity of bin 0 is artificially distributed
over some of the first bins.

Fig. 6a shows that the fusion method leads to estimates that vary little with k which enhances
our degree of confidence in them (note that k = 1 is the same as the uncurated data). The peak at
the zero bin for both G1 and G2 is better captured using the fusion method than using non-curated
data (compare Fig. 4b and Fig. 6b). Comparison to the autocorrelation function of the live-cell data
shows that correction with the fusion method also leads to improved transcriptional estimates, as
indicated by a reduction in the sum of the squared residuals for all 4 data sets (Fig. 6c).
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Fusion soff son r Burst Size fON

G1

Set 1 0.69 2.73 36.30 52.85 0.80
Set 2 1.05 3.09 39.69 37.71 0.75
Set 3 0.63 2.35 35.74 56.78 0.79
Set 4 0.83 2.79 34.68 41.57 0.77
Mean 0.80 2.74 36.60 47.23 0.78
Std 0.19 0.31 2.17 9.04 0.02

G2

Set 1 0.56 1.34 34.45 61.05 0.70
Set 2 0.66 1.86 35.73 54.11 0.74
Set 3 0.67 1.72 33.70 50.56 0.72
Set 4 0.92 2.33 32.79 35.48 0.72
Mean 0.70 1.81 34.17 50.30 0.72
Std 0.15 0.41 1.24 10.80 0.01

d Table: the inferred parameters using nascent RNA data with fusion method 

Figure 6: Inference results using the fusion method. a. Estimated parameters (mean values and standard deviation
error bars) by combining the first k bins with k = 1, 2, 3, 4 where the fraction of ON time fON = σon/(σoff + σon). b.
Corresponding distributions for G1 (top row) and G2 (bottom row) with the fusion method (only the distributions for
k = 4 are shown). The red bar represents the combined bin 0-3 when k = 4. c. Normalised autocorrelation function (ACF)
predicted by stochastic simulations using the estimated parameters (for k = 4) for each of the four data sets versus that
measured directly using live-cell data (green line). Inset shows the sum of squared residuals of the ACF plots. d. Estimated
parameters of cell cycle specified data and merged data of nascent mRNAs with fusion method with k = 4 (fusing bins 0-3).
These correspond to the fitted distributions in b. The elongation time τ is fixed to 0.785 mins. See the inferred parameters
in SI Table 6 for all other values of k.

Overall, we conclude that for inferring parameters from the smFISH data, the optimal method is
to use nascent cell-cycle specific data, corrected by fusion method. The optimally inferred parameters
for the four data sets in our study are those given in Fig 6d. In SI Section 7, we use the profile
likelihood method to obtain the 95% confidence intervals of each of the estimated parameters.
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4 Discussion

In this study, we compare the reliability of transcriptional parameter interference from mature
and nascent mRNA distributions, with and without taking into account the cell cycle stage. Al-
though these distributions come from the same experiment, we find that the different fits produce
very different parameter estimates, ranging from non-bursting to small bursts to very large bursts.
Comparison to live-cell data reveals that the optimal inference method is to use nascent mRNA data
that is separated by cell cycle.

Our findings illustrate the risk of inferring transcriptional parameters from fitting of mRNA dis-
tributions. The commonest method of parameter inference in literature is fitting of mature mRNA
distributions that are not separated by cell cycle [2, 10, 22]. Obtaining such distributions is straight-
forward using methods such as smFISH, where one can directly count the number of mRNAs per
cell. Additionally, with the advance of single-cell mRNA sequencing technologies, it is possible to
obtain mRNA distributions for many genes simultaneously and it is tempting to use these to esti-
mate bursting behaviour across the genome [2, 13]. However, our comparisons on the same dataset
show that the values obtained from mature mRNA fits can be significantly different from the real
values, with underestimation of the burst sizes of more than 25-fold and underestimation of the ac-
tive fraction of more than 4-fold. Such large inaccuracies indicate that parameter inference of mature
mRNA data should be treated with caution.

It is more common to fit mature distributions rather than nascent distributions because nascent
distributions are technically more challenging to obtain. As nascent single-cell sequencing methods
are still in the early phase [51], the only method available so far for nascent measurements is sm-
FISH [37]. In such smFISH experiments, intronic probes can be used to specifically label nascent
RNA, although there may be some effects of splicing kinetics on the distribution [52]. If introns are
not present, like for most yeast genes, one can use exonic probes instead [22]. Since exonic probes
label both nascent and mature mRNA transcript, it may be challenging to identify the nascent tran-
scription site unambiguously, especially at lower transcription levels. We show in this manuscript
that the fusion method can correct for this bias by combining bins below k RNAs, which results in
an improvement of the parameter estimates.

Our analysis also emphasizes the importance of separately analyzing G1 and G2 cells [26]. It
is important to note that for cell-cycle-specific analysis, experimental adjustments or cell-cycle syn-
chronized cultures are not required. Although asynchronous cultures consist of a mix G1, S and
G2 cells, the integrated DNA intensity of the nucleus of each cell, for example from a DAPI signal,
can be used to separate these cells by cell cycle stage in silico [26, 53]. As most smFISH experiments
already include a DNA-labelled channel, adding an extra analysis step should in principle not limit
the incorporation of this step in future smFISH fitting procedures.

Even with our optimal fitting strategy, there is a residual error of the simulated ACF and the mea-
sured ACF from live-cell measurements. This difference may be the result of different experimental
biases of the two measurements. For example, live-cell measurements have a detection threshold be-
low which RNAs may not be detected. In addition, live-cell measurements include cells in S phase,
which are excluded in smFISH. There could also be differences in the exact percentage of G1 and G2
cells, or other extrinsic noise sources between live-cell and smFISH experiments. Alternatively, the
fit may be imperfect because there might be parameter sets, others than the ones which our inference
algorithm found, which provide an accurate fit of the nascent mRNA distribution and perhaps an
even better fit to the ACF than we found. We cannot exclude this possibility because we estimated
fON to be 0.7− 0.8 and using synthetic data we showed that the inference algorithm performed best
when fON was about 0.5, and its accuracy deteriorated as fON approached 0 or 1. Another factor
which could explain the residual error between the simulated ACF and the measured ACF is that
perhaps the two-state model may be too simplistic to cover the true promoter states in living cells
and may therefore not be able to describe the true in vivo kinetics. Nevertheless, given that there
is no explicit time component in smFISH data, the closeness of the simulated ACF to the measured
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ACF provides confidence we are close to the real values.

The optimal parameter set (Fig 6d) indicates long ON promoter times of 75s, during which al-
most 50 RNAs are produced in a burst. Large burst sizes (> 70) have been previously reported for
mouse embryonic stem cells [26], mouse hepatocytes [54] and human fibroblasts [2]. The large burst
size and high active fraction of 0.78 suggests that GAL10 expression is reaching its limit of maximal
expression, which may not be surprising as it is already one of the most highly expressed genes in
yeast. It is also interesting to note that the ON time of 75s is longer than the residence time of a single
transcript (47s), which means that RNA polymerases in the beginning of a burst have already left the
locus before the burst has finished.

The optimal parameter set (Fig 6d) also indicates gene dosage compensation. Specifically the
burst frequency per gene copy (σon) in the G2 phase is 0.66 that in the G1 phase; the other transcrip-
tional rates are not significantly different between the two cell cycle phases. The fold change in the
burst frequency per gene copy was previously estimated for the Oct4 and Nanog genes to be 0.63
and 0.71 respectively, in mouse embryonic stem cells [26]. The similarity of our estimate of the fold
change to those previously measured could be explained by the results of a recent study [55]; using a
detailed model of gene expression, it was shown that in the absence of a dependence of the initiation
rate on cell volume, gene dosage compensation optimally leads to approximate mRNA concentration
homeostasis when the fold change in the burst frequency upon DNA replication is

√
2/2 ≈ 0.71.

In conclusion, obtaining kinetic information from static distributions can introduce biases. How-
ever, we show that it is possible to obtain reliable estimates that agree with live-cell measurements,
if one infers parameters from nascent mRNA distributions that are accounted for cell cycle stage.
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